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WP%MC4) [31, Nb(rl-C,H,Me),(CHzSiMe,XCO,) I41 ad Mo(PR3),(CQ), 
[5], whereas the #-C coordination mode 2 is preferred in [Co(salen)(COz)]- [6] 
(salen = N,N’-ethylenebis(salicydeneaminato), RhCl(diars),(COz) [7] (diars = O- 
phenylenebis(dimethylarsine)) and W(CO),(CO,)*- [S]. There is no example of the 
~‘-0 coordination mode, 3. 

The factors which control the formation and the structure of transition metal-CO, 
complexes are therefore quite complex. There have however, been only two molecu- 
lar orbital studies [9] devoted to MCO, complexes in the last few years. In one of 
them, the preference for the q2 side-on coordination mode 1 in the system 
Ni(PCy,),(CO,) was rationalized [9a] with the aid of ab-initio LCAO-MO-SCF 
calculations on the Ni(PH,),(CO,) model system. We present here preliminary 
results of an ab-initio MO study of the [Co(alcn),CO,]- system, (alcn = 
acetylacetoneiminato, NHCHCHCHO-), which is taken as a model of the 
[Co(salen)(CO,)]- complex, and which can be regarded as a prototype for the vi-C 
coordination mode 2. The relative stabilities of the possible coordination modes l-3 
are investigated and discussed in terms of molecular orbital interactions. The 
interconversion between 1 and 2 is also considered and discussed. 

Computational details 
The ab-initio SCF calculations involved the programs ASTERIX [lo] and IM- 

SPACK [ll] with two basis sets. For the geometry optimization of the MCO, unit a 
(12,7,5) primitive basis set [12], contracted to [5,3,3], was used for the cobalt atom in 
conjunction with the usual 4-31G basis set [13] for the hydrogen and first row 
atoms. A larger basis set (14,9,5) [14] contracted to [6,4,3] for cobalt, (9,5) and (4) 
contracted to [3,2] and [2] for the first row atoms [15] and hydrogen respectively, 
was used when necessary, i.e. for energy comparisons between the various coordina- 
tion modes. A singlet state, arising from the d8 closed shell configuration for Co’ 
was assumed for the [Co(alcn),(C02)]- system, in view of the diamagnetism of 
[Co(salen)(CO,)]- [6b] and [Co(salen)]- [6c]. 

Geometry optimization was limited to the parameters of importance for the 
specific problem: for instance, the Co-C distance and the CO1 geometry were 
optimized in the vi-C coordination mode, see Fig. la. In the n2 geometry (Fig. lb) 
the length of the coordinated C-O bond and the corresponding O-C-O angle were 
optimized for two Co to C-O distances d (d $0 and 2.5 A). The other C-O bond 
length was not optimized, but kept at 1.16 A (experimental value in CO, [17]). 
Finally, it was found sufficient in the case of the ~~-0 coordination mode (Fig. lc) 
to consider only the variation of the Co-O distance, since this mode is highly 
destabilized relative to the other two. The geometry of the Co(alcn), moiety was 
based on the known geometry of [Co(salen)(CO,)]- [3] for the CoN,O, core and 
that of [Co(alcn),] [16] for the remaining part of the alcn ligand. 

Results and discussion 
We first note that there is good agreement for the vi-C coordination mode 

between the optimized and the experimental structures, (see Fig. la). The computed 
binding energy for the larger basis set is 6.2 kcal/mol. This must be corrected, 
however, for the so-called basis set superposition error [18]. This correction is 
unlikely to be more than a few kcal/mol [19], and a small binding energy can 
therefore be expected for the nl-C coordination mode. 
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Fig. 1. Geometry of the [Co(alcn),CO,]- molecule: (a) with the VI-C coordination mode; (b) with the 
q2 coordination mode; (c) with the b-0 coordination mode. [ 1, experimental values; ( ). assumed 
values; the other values are the optimized ones. For the q2 geometry with d 2.5 A, the C-O bond length 
and the O-C-O bond angle are optimized at 1.16 .& and 166”, respectively. 

On the other hand, the q2- and ~‘-0 coordination modes appear to be less stable 
than the ql-C mode. The destabilization (computed with the smaller basis set) 
amounts to 31.5 kcal/mol for the q2 coordination mode and is even greater for the 
$-0 mode. Moreover, neither of these two coordination modes appear to give 
binding, the potential energy curves computed with the small basis set as a function 
of the Co to CO2 distance always being repulsive. Use of the larger basis set cannot 
be expected to give the opposite result since it is known to give smaller binding 
energies [19]. 

We also find no energy minimum on the interconversion path between the n2- 
and the $4 coordination modes. On this path, modelled by a linear transit 
between the two limit structures, the energy continuously decreases on going from 
n2- to $-C, again pointing to the greater stabilization of the T# structure. It may 
therefore be concluded that even if the q2 coordination mode prevailed in the early 
stages of the CoC02 complex formation the system would rearrange to yield the 
nr-C coordination mode as the final form. 

The schematic orbital diagrams depicted in the Fig. 2 provide a rationalization of 
the above features. The CO2 ligand is characterized by three in-plane valence 
orbitals, namely IT, ns, and T*, of which only two (rr and nn) are occupied. In the 
d-C mode (Fig. 2a), the predominant interaction is a two electron stabilizing one 

n nX n* 

between dz2 and R* (although it is somewhat reduced by an additional but weaker 
interaction with rr). This strong interaction populates the CO2 1z* orbital and there 
is a significant charge transfer from Co to C02: the Co dzz orbital pdpulation is 
decreased by ca. 0.63e upon CO2 coordination, and the CO, electron population is 






